Item BLC-FEET

Baby Lock Creative 6 Foot Kit

Descriptions:

Fits Groups: A, B, D, G & H

Teflon Foot:
Use this non-stick foot to easily feed fabrics that tend to stick to
ordinary feet. It is perfect for creating straight and decorative
stitches on leather, plastic, vinyl, suede, and other demanding
fabrics.

Sewing Accessory

Cording Foot - 5-Hole:

Made In Taiwan

Case Contains:

This 5-hole cording foot makes attaching decorative cords and
threads a snap. This foot eliminates tangling to ensure that cords
lie flat and perfectly parallel to each other. The cording foot
controls threads so both hands can guide the fabric. Use this foot
to create decorative stitching over cording on single and double
layers of fabric.

Braiding Foot, Open Toe Foot, Teflon
Foot, Cording Foot - 5-Hole, Fringe Foot
& Pintuck Foot

Fringe Foot:
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Descriptions:

Create one-of-a-kind decorative surface embellishments that look
and feel like chenille-type textures. This is the perfect foot to easily create loops, fringe, and heirloom fagoting. This foot can even
be used for making accurate pattern markings.

Braiding Foot:
Used for both couching and stitching, this braiding foot is adjustable, which allows for greater flexibility in the width of the braid,
cord, ribbon, or elastic being applied.

Pintuck Foot:
Pintucks are a beautiful way to add texture to a classic heirloom
or everyday garment. The five grooves on this foot allow for perfect spacing with professional results. This foot allows for precision pintucking when making corded and hollow tucks, as well as
parallel and curved forms.

Open Toe Foot:
The open width and clear plastic of this foot make it perfect for
projects that require visibility and stability, such as appliqué,
surface embellishments, and stitching around intricate areas with
decorative stitches. It even has a larger groove on the underside
to accommodate thicker stitches and decorative threads.
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